Republic Day Celebration

RNB Global University celebrated the 67th Republic Day of India with gusto and patriotic fervor to honour the date when constitution of India came into force. The programme commenced with the flag hoisting by the President and Chief Guest of the occasion Lt. General R.K. Karwal PVSM, AVSM, SM**, VSM, (Retd) followed by the national anthem sung by all present. The cultural programmes performed by the RNBians added color to celebration. After the speech by the President in which he talked about the significance of the Day, a musical performance by BBA students on “Maa Tujhe Salaam” set the patriotic emotions of everyone ablaze. Performance by the MBA students beautifully depicted the history and culture of the country. During the celebration winners of assorted events, held during RNB’s first Techfest INSPIRE-2016, were awarded. BBA Program grabbed the trophy of the best batch for INSPIRE-2016 and Deeksha Bhura and Sonali Bhansali of MBA were awarded as the best performers of the fest. It was bliss to celebrate this Red Letter Day with the RNB family.

Resham Soni, BBA
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The inspiring, “Inspire 2016”

“We didn’t realize we were gaining knowledge, we just knew that we were having fun”

At its very nascent stage RNB Global University added another feather to its cap by organizing its first Techfest INSPIRE 2016 on 15th & 16th January 2016. The fest was a magnificent success, as RNBIans showcased their exceptional talent in the myriad events.

The extravaganza started with the inauguration ceremony. The President, Lt. Gen. R K Karwal in his inaugural address said that such events showcase the talent and skills of the students, boost their spirit and help them groom and grow. The inaugural ceremony ended with a spectacular performance by the students on the RNB theme song that set the mood of all present and added sparks to the spirit of competition. The first day witnessed a lot of events in which students participated with exuberance and enthusiasm. In Dramatix, the skit competition, students manifested their acting talent. Documentaries were one of the major highlights of the fest; that exhibited glimpses of the Rangeela Rajasthan and aesthetically portrayed social issues like sanitary conditions of Bikaner, life of people living in slums etc. And not forgetting Adverto in which many innovative ads were enacted by the students. Patangbazi was the last event of the first day that complemented the occasion of Makar Sankranti and took the zest of the students to its zenith. The second day of the fest began with various sports competitions like carom, pool, table tennis, chess etc. and LAN gaming was the centre of attraction for all the geeks of the university. Students also showed their inventiveness in the events like Rangoli, Mehandi and Junkyard competition.

The liveliest part of the fiesta was the energetic performances by the students in Mystical Rhythms (Singing Competition) and Twists and Turns (Dance Competition). It was an unforgettable experience for all of us. All in all Inspire -2016 had everything to inspire the young minds.

Surabhi Sharma, BBA
**Management Workshops @ RNBGU**

To shape lives and transform minds of the budding managers and entrepreneurs, RNB Global University strives to go beyond curriculum. The Management Workshops conducted at RNB are one of the milestones that help students explore the ample opportunities as per their interests and expertise which is a larger picture of academics. On 23rd January and 30th January under the umbrella of CLD two management workshops were organized and their proceedings included familiarization with the concept of Management Workshop, discussion on need of skill enhancement and its impact, Group Discussions, Analysis of self, Games on vocabulary and sentence construction.

*Gunjan Khatri*

*Bhanu Pratap Singh (B Sc)*

---

**Seminar on “Recent Developments in Banking and Insurance Sector”**

*February 6, 2016*

On 6th Feb, 2016, RNB Global University is going to organize a one day seminar on “Recent Developments in Banking and Insurance Sector” with the objective to enhance the knowledge of the students and to give them an insight of recent developments and technological advancement in banking and insurance sector. Officials from top banks of India such as IDBI, PNB, SBI Life, LIC, Bank of Baroda and Allahabad Bank would be the guest speakers of the seminar.

*Aarti Rathi, MBA*

---

**Prebudget Discussion on Rail and General Budget 2016**

*February 9-10, 2016*

RNB School of Commerce and Management will organize a round table discussion on Rail and General Budget 2016 of India on 9 Feb. & 10 Feb. respectively. Emphasising upon the issues of relevance to the economy with reference to the forthcoming budgets, discussion by the management & commerce students (PG & UG) would focus on reforms & strategies which the Indian Government should use to generate more revenue without increasing the taxes.

*Preeti Rathi, MBA*

---

**Exploring Earth**

Red Sea, a famous tourist destination otherwise believed to be inhabited recently showed signs of new species altogether growing in it. During the investigations of the biodiversity of coral reefs of the archipelago Farasan (Saudi Arabia, South of the Red Sea), biologists observed marine life under the UV light with yellow filters. There so found life is very similar to hydrae however exists in salt water in the form of colonies. These molluscs bury themselves in the sediment during the day, crawling out to the surface to hunt other invertebrates at night.

*Soiu Josenh (B.SC)*

---

**Young Achiever**

*Niranjan Mukandan* alias Medal machine is a 21 year old boy. Niranjan is a swimmer and has won 34 medals in National and International swimming events. He is ranked 15 and recently won 10 medals in world junior game 2015. He is the first Indian Para swimmer who has achieved this height. He also won the junior world championship 2015. Niranjan has also represented India in 2 para Asian games 2014 and won bronze medal for our country. Niranjan was born with spina bifida and his lower body is paralysed. In spite of the physical disabilities, he became the Para swimmer and has made our country proud. Now Niranjan is a part of the national Para swimming squad for the Rio 2016 Paralympics.

*Kalpana Agarwal, B Com*

---

**New Gadgets**

**Ring Zero by Logbar** - It is a gadget that can accredit you to do myriad things. You can turn ON/OFF your T.V., launch any app in smart phone and regulate several electrical appliances through this ring.

**Parrot Pot** - It is a Bluetooth sensor enabled pot. It can halt the cycle of death of plants by monitoring the soil, fertilizer, sunlight, and temperature, and automatically watering the plant. It has care profiles for thousands of plants and it’s congruous with iOS and Android, so it can help you to take care of your plants before they wither.

*Rajeev Soni, BBA*
**Actuarial Science**

Actuarial Science is the discipline that applies mathematical and statistical methods to assess risks in insurance and finance industries. Actuaries are experts in analyzing financial impacts of tomorrow’s uncertain events. Actuaries add value by enabling businesses and individuals to make informed decisions with a clearer view of the likely range of financial outcomes from different future events.

Actuaries decide as to what amount of money a policy holder should pay as premium or what sum should be given as pension amount or returns by the company. They calculate insurance risks and premiums.

An actuary has to combine the skills of a statistician, economist and financier and employ techniques of probability, compound interest, law, marketing and management to predict the outcome of future contingencies and design solutions to lessen the financial severity of such events.

What to do to become an Actuary?

**Eligibility:**

The eligibility criteria to appear for Actuarial papers are subjective.
- 10+2 passed students having attained 85% marks in Mathematics/Statistics
- Graduate or post-graduate students with 55% aggregate or more on Mathematics, Statistics, Econometrics, Computer Science, and Physics papers
- CA, MCA, ICWA, CFA, MBA (Finance), Engineers

**Course & Subjects:**

The study course of ASI is divided into four stages: Core Technical Stage, Core Application Stage, Specialist Technical Stage and Specialist Application Stage.


**Prospects**

The course is globally recognized with mutual exemptions with a lot of other international actuarial institutes.

**Courtesy-** www.actuariesindia.org

---

**Movie Review**

**WAZIR**

**IMDB rating (7.5 out of 10)**

Being the first big movie of 2016 with big, flaunting and renowned superstars Amitabh Bachchan and Farhan Akhtar, hopes were very high. With the strong content and well directed story, movie has rightly claimed over the hearts of viewers within short duration of 1.5 hour.

The movie rotates around two lead characters, Danish Ali (Farhan Akhtar) as an Anti-Terrorist officer and handicapped Pandit Omkarah played by Amitabh Bachchan along with suffering wife of Danish Ali played by Aditi Rao as Ruhana. Both leads seek revenge of their past and meet coincidentally and gradually become friends.

The acting skills are as usual fantastic by both the leads. Aditi Rao and Neil Nitin Mukesh have also acted quite well in supporting roles.

Written by Abhijat Joshi and Vidhu Vinod Chopra, first half of the movie is strongest section of the movie whereas the second part is less impressive. Overall, movie is a complete thriller and a perfect combo of thrill and intense love.

Shubham Pugalia, MBA

---

**Recent Release**

**The Fisherman by Chigozie Obioma**

Shortlisted for Man Booker Prize 2015, The Fishermen is the maiden novel of the Nigerian author Chigozie Obioma. It is a story of four brothers, Ikenna, Boja, Obembe and Benjamin, living in Nigerian town, who are given a violent prophecy which shudder not only their relationship in fact whole family.

Mahendra Singh Chauhan, BBA
Childhood: Hallowed period of human life

Childhood was the spring of our life,
When days were elate and alive
When there was no point in hiding tears,
Shouting out the pain before mother was the most terrible trouble at rear.
When sitting alone shadowed delirium,
Rejoicing our own company in Santorum
When our siblings used to be our biggest enemy,
Getting them scolded gave a peace of mind so heavenly.
Watching them cry would kill that enmity,
Love would start prevailing showering armor with eternity.
When father used to be our Santa Claus,
Whatever we wanted he would bring that before us.
When pain meant lost chocolates, injured knee,
And a kiss from mom would make that twinge flee.
When angels meant grandma and grandpa and their stories,
They would provide us with wings to fly through the glories.
When playing with the friends was great fun,
Breaking up with them was so hard to be done.
When life was alive and awesome,
Dose of atmosphere was wholesome.
Now that spring went away,
This quizzical life serves problems and dismay.
At nonage, dreams in those twinkling eyes were unearthly.
Now that we are grownups they seem castles in air with no reality.

Sonali Bhansali
MBA

The Heary Says it all

Now when you're going, we will meet one day……
Walking down through the hills……
Trembling your name around……
Will see you one day where the sun shines……
May be at somewhere at high atop of misty mountain……
May be at the sea shore or at the river banks……
Somewhere in caves where moon light passes by
With no more haze inside, we'll meet for sure……
No matter how many seasons we go through by,
Spring, summer, autumn or winters,
Moon and black, you'll be remembered like snow in hills……
Fog in winters, clouds in sky……
The day we meet will be bliss for us,
Where we will die down together, to look up the bright Stars……
Now when you're going, we will meet one day……
We will meet one day………………

Shubham Pugalia
MBA

Globians

What an energetic face they have,
As they walk in; neatly dressed,
Shoulders squared up and heads held.
Having challenges of new day,
But beaming with confidence to accept

They know not how to frown,
They know not how to drown,
They just wear a smiling crown.
They know not how to complain,
But know how to accept mistakes.

There is no fear here,
But they have cheer,
As all are here special and dear
Here leadership percolates down
To every team member,
And this is because of; as you are here.

Manu Priya Baid
MBA